
CURIOUS LEADERS EXPLORE.

CURIOUS ORGANIZATIONS INNOVATE.

C U R I O U S  L E A D E R S  E X P L O R E .
C U R I O U S  O R G A N I Z A T I O N S  I N N O V A T E .

YOUR LEADERS ARE LEAVING

Our flagship offering, the Core Leadership Program, builds practical leadership skills focused on real-work application while cultivating a Curious 
Mindset in a cohort of true peers. Led by expert instructors and delivered across 6-9 months, participants master the following skills:

CORE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

Don’t just think. INNOVATE.
Create innovative solutions that solve complex
business problems, advance strategy, and drive growth.

Don’t just talk. PERSUADE.
Influence decisions and lead change by crafting
powerful messages that appeal to hearts and minds.

And lack of career development and advancement is why.

Don’t just meet. COLLABORATE.
Increase diversity of your network and improve
relationships to source better information and
make better decisions.

3 Sessions.    Cohort-based.    Instructor-led.      In-person or virtual.

Keeping your top talent isn’t the only reason to invest in their growth. 
New leaders you hire will need to be developed, too—over 60% of 
leaders never complete any formal leadership training.

You need leaders who collaborate more efficiently, think more 
creatively and critically, and persuade more effectively. And building 
these critical leadership skills is what we do.

Networking with
Purpose
Broaden your perspectives 
and combat thinking bias by 
diversifying, expanding, and 
optimizing your network.

Inquiring with Curious 
Questions
Create more insightful 
conversations by using High-
Gain Questions and listening 
more objectively.

Flexing Your 
Communication
Improve relationships by 
understanding styles and 
flexing your approach.

Exploring Diverse 
Perspectives
Run more inclusive meetings 
and make better decisions 
with Six Thinking Hats.

Aligning to
Strategy
Align your work and your 
decisions to your 
organization's strategic 
priorities.

Diagnosing Business 
Problems
Identify root causes, not 
symptoms, by taking a more 
structured approach to 
problem solving.

Scanning Your
Business Environment
Surface opportunities and 
mitigate risk by scanning 
your environment for change.

Fostering Innovative 
Thinking
Create innovative solutions 
and challenge the status quo 
using creative thinking tools. 

Influencing to
Drive Action
Persuade your audience by 
appealing to their logic using 
proven techniques from social 
psychology.

Leading in
Change
Build agility and resilience 
in an environment of 
constant change and 
uncertainty.

Crafting Powerful 
Messages
Inspire your audience to act 
by crafting messages that are 
engaging and memorable.

Capstone Simulation
Practice applying Core 
Leadership competencies 
in an immersive learning 
experience.

We help you keep and grow your best leaders.



CURIOUS LEADERS EXPLORE.

CURIOUS ORGANIZATIONS INNOVATE.

Curious to learn more?  curious@leadershipandco.com
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WE MAKE LEARNING STICK 
Learning makes its way back to the job when it is:

LED BY EXPERIENCED FACILITATORS
Developed by former leaders & faculty from CEB/Gartner’s Leadership 
Academies, and shaped by our experience working with 70% of the Global 
2000 and 80% of the Fortune 1000 to deliver learning with real behavioral 
and cultural impact. Our facilitators have the highest scores ever recorded by 
Metrics that Matter*.

*For corporate universities, leadership development, and executive education programs, as measured by MTM.

READY TO STRENGTHEN YOUR CORE LEADERS?
We’d love to explore how to incorporate the Core Leadership Program into 
your leadership development activities. Drop us a line.

PEER LEARNING — Learn with and from peers with similar roles and challenges.

PRACTICAL — Real work gets done in real-time during class.

SPACED — Learning, relearning, and practice is repeated over time.

4 out of 5 CEOs bemoan 
their employees’ lack of 

essential skills and identify 
that as a threat to growth

PwC 22nd Annual
Global CEO Survey

Skill Crisis

45% of learning investments in 
the average organization are 
‘scrap learning.’ The problem 
stems from irrelevant content, 

insufficient practice, and 
examples that don’t connect.

CEB Global

Scrap Learning

of CEOs say 
developing the next 
generation is their

#1 business concern.

55%

DDI/Conference Board/
EY 2021 Global Leadership 

Focus


